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Abstract
Videos contain various types and strengths of motions
that may look unnaturally discontinuous in time when the
recorded frame rate is low. This paper reviews the first AIM
challenge on video temporal super-resolution (frame inter-
polation) with a focus on the proposed solutions and re-
sults. From low-frame-rate (15 fps) video sequences, the
challenge participants are asked to submit higher-frame-
rate (60 fps) video sequences by estimating temporally in-
termediate frames. We employ the REDS VTSR dataset de-
rived from diverse videos captured in a hand-held camera
for training and evaluation purposes. The competition had
62 registered participants, and a total of 8 teams competed
in the final testing phase. The challenge winning meth-
ods achieve the state-of-the-art in video temporal super-
resolution.
1. Introduction
Video frame interpolation is a classical computer vision
task increasing the frame rate of videos. Due to the low-
light condition, limited performance of mobile processors,
sensors and storage, etc., videos that are recorded in low-
frame-rate sometimes exhibit unnatural temporal disconti-
nuity. Video frame interpolation aims to generate the miss-
ing views between the recorded frames. For such purpose,
video frame interpolation has been adopted in broad fields
such as frame rate up-conversion [6, 19, 23, 7, 22] and video
coding [14]. Other applications include video slow-motion
effect [20] and novel view synthesis [45, 9].
As machine learning has been a recent trend in computer
vision, deep neural networks are achieving great successes
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in video frame interpolation [26, 25, 34, 35, 33, 13, 52, 20,
27, 37, 2]. However, there has been no standard dataset for
video frame interpolation, and most of the existing methods
are trained from different datasets. Often, the videos are
self-collected from Flickr [34] or YouTube [35, 33, 20, 37].
Other methods propose their own datasets [52, 3] or use
exiting datasets introduced for other purposes such as au-
tonomous driving [10], action recognition [44], deblur-
ring [30, 47], and video segmentation [38, 39].
Thus, in spite of the advances in video frame inter-
polation research, benchmarking and comparing differ-
ent methods remain as a nontrivial issue. Furthermore,
current widely used benchmark datasets such as Middle-
bury [1], UCF101 [44], THUMOS 2015 [11], Vimeo-
90K [52] are limited in quantity or strength of motion.
While SlowFlow [18], their high frame rate version of Sin-
tel [4] and HD dataset [3] are in higher quality, they are not
much popular for frame interpolation benchmark, yet.
In this paper, we report the AIM 2019 Challenge on
Video Temporal Super-Resolution with a focus on the sub-
mitted methods and the benchmark results. We provide a
new large-scale dataset, REDS VTSR to train and evalu-
ate the video temporal super-resolution methods in a uni-
fied environment. The proposed REDS VTSR dataset con-
sists of high-quality dynamic scenes with large motions at
different frame rates. The dataset is derived from the su-
perset of videos that are used to create REDS [29] dataset
for video deblurring [31] and super-resolution [32]. There
are 30 sequences each consisting of 181 frames at 60 fps
where the corresponding 30 fps and 15 fps counterparts are
subsampled from. The challenge goal is to recover 60 fps
video from low-frame-rate 15 fps input sequence.In the fol-
lowing sections, we describe the related works and intro-
duce the AIM 2019 Video Temporal Super-Resolution chal-
lenge (VTSR). We also present and discuss the challenge
results with the proposed methods.
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2. Related Works
Classical image interpolation techniques mostly include
motion modeling via optical flow [1] or phase shift [8,
50]. Modern video frame interpolation methods also em-
ploy motion estimation stemming from them, developing
more sophisticated motion modeling and warping methods.
Meanwhile, many video datasets are adopted for training
and evaluating those proposed methods.
Frame interpolation
Long et al. [26] proposed MIND, an early CNN based
approach that learns to estimate the interpolated frame with-
out explicit motion modeling. However, their primary goal
was to infer the correspondence between input frames by in-
verting the interpolation network, and the interpolation ac-
curacy was not evaluated.
Meyer et al. [28] proposed a phase-based frame interpo-
lation by using the phase difference between input frames
without using optical flow. As no direct pixel correspon-
dence is calculated, the method is robust against the illumi-
nation change and blur. Later, Meyer et al. [27] proposed
PhaseNet that predicts amplitude and phase decomposition
of the intermediate frame. The CNN is trained in an end-to-
end manner via image loss and phase loss.
There were other approaches that tried to unify motion
estimation and frame synthesis. Niklaus et al. [34] extracted
41×41 spatially adaptive convolutional kernel from a CNN
model. The kernel is convolved with the input to synthesize
the intermediate frame. Niklaus et al. [35] factorized the
spatial kernel with 1D kernels to reduce memory footprint.
On the other hand, the concept of optical flow was often
embedded in neural network architectures. Liu et al. [25]
implements a voxel flow layer where the spatial component
is the optical flow at the corresponding time. By assuming
the flow to be locally linear and temporally symmetric, the
following volume sampling layer predicts the target frame.
Niklaus et al. [33] relaxes the assumptions by using bidirec-
tional flow [48] to warp the input frames and features.
However, optical flow estimation could bring errors in
case of occlusion. Xue et al. [52] implicitly handles oc-
clusion by learning task-specific flow followed by spatial
transformer [17] for the area where warping from the opti-
cal flow may fail. In contrast, Jiang et al. [20] introduces a
soft visibility map for occlusion reasoning to calculate the
contribution of the corresponding inputs to the target time.
Also, the flow interpolation network approximates the flow
from the arbitrary intermediate time frame to inputs. Thus,
the proposed SuperSloMo method could directly generate
the intermediate frame at any intermediate moment with-
out recursion in contrast to other methods that estimate the
middle frame only. Hu et al. [13] also proposed an any-
time estimation model by unifying frame interpolation and
extrapolation framework by applying transitive consistency
loss.
Bao et al. [2] combines the kernel and optical flow based
approaches. Their adaptive warping layer synthesizes a new
pixel value by applying a local convolutional kernel where
the position of the kernel window is determined by opti-
cal flow. During the warping process, relative monocular
depth is estimated so that closer objects contribute more
during flow projection. Moreover, Peleg et al. [37] focuses
on real-time processing and a large receptive field. They ex-
tract a low-resolution feature from multi-scale architecture
to acquire vertical and horizontal motion vector field. The
model is trained with kernel loss [35], trilinear interpolation
loss [25], etc. As their model operates on lower resolution
inputs, the receptive field is large, capable of handling mo-
tion size up to 192× 192.
The AIM 2019 video temporal super-resolution chal-
lenge participants mostly adopt the designs of the previous
methods or modify the network architecture to improve per-
formance or reduce computational complexity.
Frame Interpolation Datasets
Middlebury [1] is one of the most popular benchmarks for
frame interpolation, which was originally designed for op-
tical flow evaluation. While it is widely used, it has only 8
scenes, limited in quantity. The metric is IE (interpolation
error) which can be directly converted to PSNR.
UCF101 [44] is a dataset designed for action classification.
It contains various dynamics such as human-object interac-
tion, sports, playing instruments. The training set was used
for Deep Voxel Flow [25] while the test set is more often
employed [25, 20, 52, 13, 2]. The resolution is 320× 240.
THUMOS 2015 [16] is also a dataset for action recognition
whose videos are collected from YouTube. The test set con-
tains 5613 videos of 101 action classes that are compatible
with UCF101. It is used for evaluation together with the
UCF101 dataset in [25, 13, 52].
Vimeo-90k [52] consist of 448×256frame triplets extracted
from video clips collected from Vimeo. From the originally
collected pool of videos, static scenes and scenes with large
illumination changes are removed. Also, nonlinear motions
are also not included. However, this makes the frame in-
terpolation task to be easier than the real-world scenario. It
is used for training and testing TOF [52], DAIN [2]. IM-
Net [37] uses super-resolved Vimeo sequences to evaluate
the interpolation performance for large motion.
SlowFlow [18] are high quality dataset for optical flow. The
videos are recorded with a high-speed camera at 2560 ×
1440 resolution and > 200 fps. The scenes are diverse and
contain varying levels of realistic blur. The MPI Sintel [4]
are re-rendered at 1008 fps and 2048 × 872 resolution to
check optical flow methods. They are adopted for evaluat-
ing the slow-motion algorithm [20].
Name Resolution fps # Sequences / # Frames Note
Flickr [34] 150 × 150 - 250,000 / 750,000∗ ∗The number of training
patches are reported
instead of the number of
original frames.
YouTube [35] 150 × 150 - 250,000 / 750,000∗
YouTube [33] 300 × 300 - 50,000 / 150,000∗
YouTube [37] 512 × 512 - 40,000 / 120,000∗
YouTube + Adobe 240fps [47] - - 1,132 / 376K Used at SuperSloMo [20]
UCF101 [44] 320 × 240 25 13,320 / - -
Vimeo-90k [52] 448 × 256 - 73,171 / 219,513 Vimeo-90k triplet dataset
KITTI raw [10] (downsampled) 384 × 128 10 56 / 16,951 -
GoPro [30] 1280 × 720 - 33 / 3,214 -
DAVIS 2016 [5] 720 × 480 - 50 / 3,455 Used at PhaseNet [27]
DAVIS 2017 [39] 720 × 480 - 150 / 10,459
Evaluation (test) only
Middlebury [1] - 60 8 / 58 -
THUMOS 2015 [11, 16] - - 5,613 / - -
SlowFlow [18] 1280 × 1024 >200 46 / - -
Sintel† [4, 18] 2048 × 872 1008 19 / - Synthetic data
HD dataset [3] 1080p, 720p, 544p - 11 / - Large motion
AIM 2019 VTSR challenge
REDS VTSR 1280×720 60 300 / 54,300 Dynamic scenes
Table 1: Frame interpolation dataset statistics. Sintel† [4] sequences are rendered in high-frame-rate [18].
DAVIS datasets [38, 39] are benchmark datasets for video
object segmentation with a natural level of motion blur, ap-
pearance changes, camera shake, etc. They are used to train
PhaseNet [27].
KITTI raw [10] is a dataset for autonomous driving cap-
tured on a car, recorded in 5 categories: Road, City, Resi-
dential, Campus and Person. There are 56 sequences where
Long et al. [26] downsampled to 384× 128. They addition-
aly train on downsampled Sintel [4] at 256× 128.
HD dataset [3] are 7 video clips collected from Xiph web-
site each consisting of 50 frames and 4 clips from Sintel [4].
The evaluation was done in [3, 2].
GOPRO dataset [30] is a dataset captured with a high-
speed camera at 240 fps for dynamic scene deblurring. The
captured frames are averaged to synthesize blurry images
with reference sharp frames. MSFSN [13] is trained with it.
Adobe 240fps [47] dataset is also a deblurring dataset
recorded with high-speed cameras. SuperSloMo [20] used
it jointly with YouTube videos for training.
Others Several methods collected videos from the web to
train their own methods. Different sets of YouTube [35, 33,
20, 37] and Flickr [34] videos are collected for each method.
As every method uses different training and test datasets,
it is difficult to perform a fair comparison between them.
The dataset statistics are summarized in Table 1. Also,
many of the datasets lack quality in terms of resolution, di-
versity of motion, or quantity. In contrast, our proposed
REDS VTSR dataset contains various dynamic motion of
objects and a camera. Further, we evaluate the challenge
participants’ methods in a unified environment.
3. AIM 2019 VTSR Challenge
Challenge Goal The AIM 2019 challenge on video tempo-
ral super-resolution is the first challenge of its kind. The
purpose of the VTSR challenge is to gauge the state-of-the-
art in video frame interpolation and facilitate the compari-
son of different solutions with a single large-scale dataset,
REDS VTSR. We show examples of the previous video
datasets and the REDS VTSR dataset in Figure 1.
The challenge objective is to recover higher-frame-
rate video sequences from low-frame-rate input sequences.
Given the input 15 fps videos, there were two-staged tar-
get frame rates of 30 fps and 60 fps. During the online
submission period, participants submitted part of the 30 fps
recovery results (1/4) due to the limitation of the evalua-
tion server. At the final email submission period, Full 60
fps results were submitted. The results in Table 2 show the
restoration performance on the full test dataset at the two
frame rates.
We provide the REDS VTSR dataset for the participants
to train, validate, and test the performance. The training
and validation sets are derived from the same videos as
REDS [29] dataset while the test set is from a new set of
videos. Each of the training, validation, and test set contains
240, 30, 30 sequences, and each sequence has 181 frames at
60 fps. The original videos are captured at 120 fps, and the
15, 30, 60 fps version of them are temporally subsampled
from original videos.
To suppress the artifacts that come from high-speed
recording and to avoid redundancies from REDS, we follow
a similar process as [29]. We downsample the 1920× 1080
(a) Middlebury [1] (b) UCF101 [44]
(c) Vimeo-90k [52] (d) SlowFlow [18]
(e) Adobe 240fps [47] (f) GoPro [30]
(g) Sintel [4] (h) REDS VTSR
Figure 1: Example frames from selected datasets. All samples are cropped to 16 : 9 ratio for better visualization.
frames at 3/4 ratio and center-crop to make it in standard
HD resolution 1280 × 720. As the scene scale is relatively
larger than REDS, it facilitates a relatively challenging con-
figuration for frame interpolation with a larger strength of
motion. Each frame is saved without compression.
4. Challenge Results
The challenge had 62 registered participants and 8 teams
competed in the final test phase. The teams submitted their
final 60 fps results, source code, trained models, and fact-
sheets. All the results were reproducible from the submitted
source code. We evaluated the solutions in terms of PSNR
and SSIM. The competition results are summarized in Ta-
ble 2 and the implementation specifications are in Table 3.
We visualize the relative performance in Figure 2.
Most of the participating teams used optical flow in
their deep CNN architecture. The challenge winner, Sens-
eSloMo [43] modeled nonlinear motion between frames
with the quadratic model. They additionally use percep-
tual loss [21] to improve visual quality. On the other hand,
NoFlow avoided using optical flow and chose to use chan-
nel attention. Interestingly, the ZSFI team uses a zero-shot
approach that does not require training samples. The results
of high-ranking teams are compared in Figure 3.
5. Challenge Methods and Teams
We describe the submitted solution details in this sec-
tion. PyTorch has served as a generally favorable frame-
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Figure 2: Test PSNR and SSIM of the solutions in 60 and 30 fps restoration.
15fps→ 60fps 15fps→ 30fps
Team Author PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM
SenseSloMo Siyao 25.47 0.7383 24.56 0.7065
NoFlow myungsub 25.05 0.7231 24.08 0.6861
Eraser Songsaris 24.58 0.7052 23.77 0.6752
DAIN wangshen233 24.56 0.7062 23.78 0.6793
Eraser BumjunPark 24.55 0.7045 23.71 0.6747
BOE IOT AIBD IMP BOE IOT AIBD IMP 24.41 0.6998 23.74 0.6747
KAIST-VICLAB WSPark 23.93 0.6869 23.23 0.6614
ZSFI gpkoko 21.83 0.6094 21.03 0.5814
SepConv [35] - 23.40 0.6631 22.48 0.6287
baseline (overlay) - 20.39 0.6625 19.68 0.6384
Table 2: AIM 2019 Video Temporal Super-Resolution Challenge results on the REDS VTSR test data. Teams are sorted by
ranking in terms of PSNR for 60 fps restoration.
Team Runtime (s) Platform
GPU
(at runtime)
Ensemble / Fusion
(at runtime)
SenseSloMo 1.00 PyTorch GTX 1060 flip (x4)
NoFlow 0.30 PyTorch TITAN Xp -
Eraser (Yu) 0.46 PyTorch TITAN V rotation / flip (x8)
DAIN 0.82 PyTorch / ATen RTX 2080 Ti -
Eraser (Park) 2.40 PyTorch RTX 2080 Ti rotation / flip (x8)
BOE IOT AIBD IMP 0.26 PyTorch / C++ Tesla V100 -
KAIST-VICLAB 0.25 PyTorch TITAN Xp -
ZSFI 0.50 TensorFlow GTX 1080 Ti / RTX 2080 -
Table 3: Reported runtime per frame on REDS VTSR test data (60fps) and details from the factsheets. We note that the ZSFI
team’s method requires 1-3 hour sequence-specific training.
work while some methods have leveraged customized C++
or ATen kernels for flow prediction. Several methods are
reporting that run-time self-ensemble strategy [49] can en-
hance the model performance at the cost of running speed.
5.1. SenseSloMo
The SenseSloMo team takes a quadratic frame in-
terpolation method [51, 43] which can reflect the ac-
celeration of motions among video frames as in Fig-
(a) GT (b) SenseSloMo (c) NoFlow (d) Eraser (Yu) (e) DAIN
Figure 3: Temporal super-resolution results (REDS VTSR ‘002/00000006’)
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Figure 4: SenseSloMo: the proposed quadratic frame inter-
polation method.
ure 4. Specifically, the proposed method uses four input
frames I−1, I0, I1, I2 to generate an arbitrary inter frame
It (0 < t < 1). Generally, the proposed model can be di-
vided into four parts. First, the network estimates opti-
cal flows F0→−1, F0→1, F1→0 and F1→2. Second, F0→t
and F1→t are calculated using a quadratic flow formula.
Third, the SenseSloMo team reverses those flows to Ft→0
and Ft→1. Finally, the interpolated frame It is synthesized.
5.2. NoFlow
The NoFlow team is motivated by the potential draw-
backs in using optical flow and proposes a novel framework
of video frame interpolation that replaces optical flow with
a simple convolutional network as in Figure 5. Encoding
images to lower spatial resolution gradually distributes the
motion-related information into multiple channels to con-
struct a transformed feature map. This feature represen-
tation is then combined with channel attention to capture
the variations between the two input frames and synthesizes
high-quality intermediate video frames without explicit mo-
tion estimation.
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Figure 1: The overall architecture of our network. The two input images are
separately encoded and concatenated channel-wise, followed by the main inter-
polation part highlighted with the dotted green box. Inside the box, a global
identity connection is added around 5 ResGroups. After the identity feature
map is combined with the residuals, we perform another convolution followed
by the decoder to obtain our final output Iˆ1,2.
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(a) ResGroup (b) CA Module
Figure 2: Illustration of ResGroup and CA module.
Encoder-decoder Our encoder reduces the spatial dimension of an image
I ∈ RH×W×C by a factor of s in each convolution layer with strides, and results
in a tensor in RH/s×W/s×s2C while the decoder performs the operation in the
opposite direction with the pair of convolution layers and PixelShuffle [5].
We apply convolution layers three times with s = 2, and generate two en-
coded features down-scaled (spatially) by a factor of 8 to RH/8×W/8×192, from
the corresponding input images, I1, I2 ∈ RH×W×3. After that, the encoded
feature maps are concatenated in a channel direction, and the resulting feature
activation has 384 channels. We reduce the channel dimension back to 192 by
applying a single 3 × 3 convolution layer before the ResGroups. At the end of
the network, we increase the spatial dimension by 2 for each PixelShuffle [5]
layer, and refine its output with convolutions. We repeat this for 3 times to
reconstruct the image back to its original full resolution, and further refine with
3
Figure 5: NoFlow: overall network architecture.
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Figure 1: The overall architecture of our network. The two input images are
separately encoded and concatenated channel-wise, followed by the main inter-
polation part highlighted with the dotted green box. Inside the box, a global
identity connection is added around 5 ResGroups. After the identity feature
map is combined with the residuals, we perform another convolution followed
by the decoder to obtain our final output Iˆ1,2.
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Figure 2: Illustration of ResGroup and CA module.
Encoder-decoder Our encoder reduces the spatial dimension of an image
I ∈ RH×W×C by a factor of s in each convolution layer with strides, and results
in a tensor in RH/s×W/s×s2C while the decoder performs the operation in the
opposite direction with the pair of convolution layers and PixelShuffle [5].
We apply convolution layers three times with s = 2, and generate two en-
coded features down-scaled (spatially) by a factor of 8 to RH/8×W/8×192, from
the corresponding input images, I1, I2 ∈ RH×W×3. After that, the encoded
feature maps are concatenated in a channel direction, and the resulting feature
activation has 384 channels. We reduce the channel dimension back to 192 by
applying a single 3 × 3 convolution layer before the ResGroups. At the end of
the network, we increase the spatial dimension by 2 for each PixelShuffle [5]
layer, and refine its output with convolutions. We repeat this for 3 times to
reconstruct the image back to its original full resolution, and further refine with
3
Figure 6: ResGroup and CA modules in NoFlow architec-
ture.
Using ResGroups and CA modules as in Figure 6, the
proposed approach is capable of handling large motion and
heavy occlusion effectively and outperforms the prior state-
of-the-art methods.
5.3. Eraser
The Eraser team has submitted two solutions(Yu, Park)
for video frame interpolation.
Eraser (Yu) predicts 3 intermediate frames for each
frame pair. The frame index representation used in this ap-
proach is shown in Figure 7. The proposed method uses
two separate models: a middle network to estimate a mid-
dle frame (Frame 2) and a side network to estimate side
frames (Frame 1 and 3). Each model consists of optical
flow estimation and enhancement as Figure 8. For initial
optical flow estimation, a pre-trained PWC-Net [48] is used.
Then a modified DIDN [54] is introduced as an enhance-
ment network. In the proposed approach, at least one flow
estimator exists for each frame position. For example, one
estimator is used for position 1, two estimators for posi-
tion 2, and one estimator for position 3. Because position
2 is in the middle, two estimators (forward direction and
backward direction) can be allocated. Frames at positions
1 and 3 are predicted using only close frames (the previous
Fig. 1. Frame index representation.
- None
• User names and entries on the AIM2019 Codalab competitions (develop-
ment/validation and testing phases)
- User names are Songsaris, BumjunPark, sangmin kim.
- Using Songsaris, entries are 20 in validation phase and 1 in testing
phase.
• Best scoring entries of the team during development/validation phase
- PSNR: 23.20 / SSIM: 0.66
• Link to the codes/executables of the solution(s)
- You can train/test the model [Github link]
• Link to the restoration results of all frames
- [Google drive link]
2 Contribution details
• Title of the contribution
- Video Frame Interpolation Using Position-Specific Flow
• General method description
- For each frame pair, we should predict 3 intermediate frames. The
frame index representation used in this document follows Fig. 1.
- We used two separate models: middle network (model to estimate
middle frame (frame 2)) and side network (model to estimate side
frames (frames 1 and 3)).
- Each model consists of two parts: optical flow estimation and en-
hancement.
2
Figure 7: Eraser (Yu): an example of frame index represen-
tation.
- The competition went well and there were no inconveniences. How-
ever, It would be great if there was a regulation on the use of valida-
tion data for training at the start of the competition.
Fig. 2. Overall flow of the proposed side network. The middle network has the
same structure as the side network except that it has a single output image.
7
Figure 8: Eraser (Yu): overall pipeline of the method.
Figur 1: Architecture of the DVTSR.
- With two input images, image0 and image1, the flow network extract two optical flows: optical flow
from image0 to image1 (F01) and image1 to image0 (F10). Then, optical flows from target time t to
image0 (Ft0) and t to image1 (Ft1) are generated by weighted sum of F01 and F10 [2].
Ft0 = −(1− t)tF01 + t2F10
Ft1 = (1− t)2F01 − t(1− t)F10
- With the generated optical flow and the corresponding image, we generate two imagets by backward
warping function. Then, the composing network gets these images as an input to compose them and
generate final output.
• Description of the particularities of the solutions deployed for each of the challenge competitions or
tracks
- For 60fps images, DCR block of the modified DHDN is replaced with two 3X3 convolution layers
followed by PRelu with residual connection.
• References
[1] Xue, T., Chen, B., Wu, J., Wei, D., Freeman, W. T. (2017). Video enhancement with task-oriented
flow. International Journal of Computer Vision, 1-20.
[2] Jiang, H., Sun, D., Jampani, V., Yang, M. H., Learned-Miller, E., Kautz, J. (2018). Super slomo:
High quality estimation of multiple intermediate frames for video interpolation. In Proceedings of the
IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (pp. 9000-9008).
[3] Ranjan, A., Black, M. J. (2017). Optical flow estimation using a spatial pyramid network. In
Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (pp. 4161-4170).
[4] Park, B., Yu, S., Jeong, J. (2019). Densely connected hierarchical network for image denoising.
In Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition Workshops (pp.
0-0).
• Representative image / diagram of the method(s): attached above.
3 Global Method Description
• Total method complexity: all stages
- Model size: 79.2MB for 30fps images and 52.9MB for 60fps images.
2
Figure 9: Eraser (Park): the proposed DVTSR architecture.
frame is used for predicting position 1 and current frame
for position 3). As an input of the enhancement network,
all of the extracted features from ResNet-151 [12], warped
frames from PWCNet, original frames, and flow informa-
tion is used. The pre-trained flow estimator is fine-tuned
for a specific frame position and is named as a network us-
ing position-specific flow (PoSNet). All networks (PWC-
Net + modified DIDN) are trained together in an end-to-end
manner. In other words, as in ToFlow [52], the pre-trained
PWC-Net is also fine-tuned for the challenge dataset.
Eraser (Park) is inspired by TOFlow [52] and Super-
SloMo [20]. Figure 9 shows the architecture of the DVTSR.
The model consists of two networks: flow network and
composing network. For the flow network, the Eraser
team (Park) adopts the architecture of SpyNet [40]. For the
composing network, the architecture of DHDN [36] is used
with modification. The number of initial feature maps is 30,
and one DCR block is used per each step.
5.4. DAIN
The DAIN team proposes a video frame interpolation
method, which explicitly detects the occlusion by explor-
ing the depth information. First, the optical flows and depth
maps are extracted from video frames as features. Then, a
depth-aware flow projection layer is used to synthesize in-
termediate flows that preferably sample closer objects than
farther ones. An adaptive warping layer takes the projected
flows along with depth map, encoded contextual features,
and interpolation kernel features to produce warped depth
maps, warped frames, and warped contextual features to-
gether. At last, the warped features are concatenated and a
frame synthesis net output the resulting frame. The overall
pipeline is visualized in Figure 10.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed depth-aware video frame in-
terpolation model. Given two input frames, we first estimate the optical
flows and depth maps and use the proposed depth-aware flow projection layer
to generate intermediate flows. We then adopt the adaptive warping layer to
warp the input frames, depth maps, and contextual features based on the flows
and spatially varying interpolation kernels. Finally, we apply a frame synthesis
network to generate the output frame.
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• Representative image / diagram of the method(s)
The method architecture is shown in Fig. 1.
3 Global Method Description
• Total method complexity: all stages
We use the same model during validation and testing stages. The learnable
parameter numbers of the main modules (see Fig. 1) are shown in the
Tab. 1.
• Which pre-trained or external methods / models have been used (for any
stage, if any)
Our flow estimation and depth estimation networks are initialized from
the pre-trained models.
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Figure 10: DAIN: overall pipeline of the method.
5.5. BOE IOT AIBD IMP
The BOE IOT AIBD IMP team has proposed the frame
interpolation solution based on DAIN [2]. The team has
improved the model by using IRR-PWC [15] for calculat-
ing the optical flows, PacJointUpsample [46] for joint op-
tical flow upsampling, VNL [53] for predicting the depth
maps and pixel-adaptive convolutio s [46] in frame syn-
thesis module for generating the final results. Based on
CyclicGen [24], a new two-stage cyclic generation pro-
cess is proposed for training the 4x interpolation model
as in Figure 11. The method is using pre-trained IRR-
PWC [15], VNL [53], PacJointUpsample [46], and some
sub-module/layers of DAIN [2], and was trained/finetuned
on the REDS VTSR dataset. The entire network architec-
ture is visualized in Figure 12.
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Figure 1: Cyclic training process of CyclicGen[5]
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Figure 2: We propose a new cyclic method for training 4x interpolation. These
4 models are the same, and share weights and parameters. We use 7 frames for
training one cyclic, and compute the loss with groundtruth and frames generated
by each model.
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Figure 11: BOE IOT AIBD IMP: the proposed cyclic
training process.
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Figure 3: Baseline model DAIN[1]
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Figure 4: Our improved model
3 Global Method Description
• Total method complexity: all stages
Params(M) 106.17 -
FLOPs(G) 686.45 size of input: (1,3,224,224)
FLOPs(G) 3586.10 size of input: (1,3,512,512)
* Count by THOP: PyTorch-OpCounter
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Figure 12: Overall netw rk architecture of the
BOE IOT AIBD IMP team.
5.6. KAIST-VIC AB
The KAIST-VICLAB team proposes a method using Su-
perSloMo [20], which consists of two U-Nets as the ba-
sic structure. The original SuperSloMo structure estimates
the motion vector from a single scale and performs frame
interpolation. The proposed method is mainly composed
of four sub-networks, as shown in Figure 13. The first
sub-net (Motion Estimation) estimates the motion vectors
from multi-scale (Scale 0, Scale 1, Scale 2) inputs. Then,
the second sub-net (Motion Synthesis) synthesizes the mo-
tion vectors in multi-scale (Scale 0, Scale 1, Scale 2) by
MVNet. The third sub-net (Motion Compensation) per-
forms the frame interpolation for each scale using the es-
timated multi-scale motion vectors. Finally, the intermedi-
ate frame is obtained through the last sub-network (Image
synthesis) which finally synthesizes the obtained frames for
each scale. These four sub-networks of our proposed multi-
scale structure is trained in an end-to-end manner. At the
second sub-network (Motion Synthesis), only the residuals
of motion vectors for three scales (0, 1, and 2) are calcu-
lated by our networks. Before the last sub-network (Image
Synthesis), the reconstructed image for each scale is resized
to the original image size by bilinear interpolation. In Scale
2, our proposed network can process the feature maps with
large receptive fields, and in Scale 0, the proposed network
can process textured areas efficiently.
4) The intermediate frame is obtained through the last sub-network (Image
synthesis) which finally synthesizes the obtained frames for each scale.
These four sub-networks of our proposed multi-scale structure is trained
in an end-to-end manner. At the second sub-network (Motion Synthesis),
only the residuals of motion vectors for three scales (0, 1, and 2) are cal-
culated by our networks. Before the last sub-network (Image Synthesis),
the reconstructed image for each scale is resized to the original image size
by bilinear interpolation. In scale2, our proposed network can process
the feature maps with large receptive fields, and in scale0, the proposed
network can process texture areas efficiently.
• Description of the particularities of the solutions deployed for each of the
challenge competitions or tracks
Based on the multi-scale structure, motion vectore estimation is performed
by estimating the residual motion vector. Similarly, multi-scale based
image synthesis is calculated by a network that synthesizes reconstrcted
images on three scales.
• References
[1] Huaizu Jiang, Deqing Sun, Varun Jampani, Ming-Hsuan Yang, Erik
Learned-Miller, and Jan Kautz. Super SloMo: High Quality Estimation
of Multiple Intermediate Frames for Video Interpolation. CVPR, 2018.
• Representative image / diagram of the method(s)
Figure 1: Our proposed multi-scale network for video frame interpolation. Our
basic network structure is a U-Net structure and MVNet is composed of two
convolutional filters. We utilize Leaky ReLU with 0.1 on the negative side as
the activation function.
3
igure 13: KAIST-VICLAB: verall pipeline of the
method.
5.7. ZSFI
The ZSFI team proposes a novel zero-shot frame interpo-
lation, i.e., it reconstructs and interpolates a video without
any prior training. This approach is based on the concepts of
internal statistics and self-similarity in the space-time vol-
ume of a video described by Shahar et al. [41]. The work
has demonstrated that space-time patches recur over large
distances both in space and in time and most importantly,
across scales, that are in different areas of the frame and
between frames. Using the concept of recurring patches, a
zero-shot super-resolution algorithm [42] has proposed re-
cently. Here, the ZSFI team extends this concept to video
interpolation from a single example, the video itself as in
Figure 14. From the test video, the ZSFI team creates a tem-
porally down-sampled version of the video that allows us to
leverage the internal similarity across scales and learn the
interpolation-based solely on the test video. The proposed
approach is especially effective when the target video is sig-
nificantly different from the training data such as medical or
synthetic data.
2 Contribution details
ZSFI (Zero shot frame interpolation), frame interpolating without prior training
nor information.
2.1 Pipeline
Using the pat space-time similarity in the video we pr -proc ss the video to
create examples of how patches up-sample, we then feed these into our CNN
architecture and learn to reconstruct the image from the down-sampled video.
We then feed forward the full video and interpolate the intermediate frames
creating a video interpolated in time.
Figure 1: The test video is split to frames, pre-processed to add augmentations,
down-sampled temporally and fed to our CNN architecture
2.2 ZSFI Network
We used a UNET type architecture, where the input is two images concatenated,
i.e. 6 channel tensor as input. Details:
• input: two RGB images concatenated into 6 channel input
• Architecture: UNET
• depth: 4. 4 layers of convolution with 3 × 3 filters followed by 2 × 2
average pooling and then 4 layer of convolution and expansion, with skip
connections.
• Optimizer: Adam
2
Figure 14: ZSFI: zero-shot training process.
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